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As the number and variety of Web- and network-based applications continues to increase, so does the
need for flexible communication protocols and services to support them. Traditionally, a major imped-
iment to deployment of new protocols is the need to upgrade millions of end-systems with compatible
implementations. At the same time, Java — a language explicitly designed to support development and
distribution of new applications via the Web — is emerging as a (potentially) ubiquitous system platform.
It is therefore natural to consider whether Java might speed the introduction of protocols to better support
new applications. In this paper, we investigate the tradeoffs involved in using Java for protocol imple-
mentation and deployment. Using insights from a Java-based protocol suite and supporting subsystem
we have implemented, we describe the benefits of using the Java language and quantify the performance
cost of implementing a protocol in Java for various combinations of interpretation and compilation. We
find that the performance cost of using Java-based protocols is presently equivalent to four years of
hardware performance gains, i.e., interpreted, Java-based protocol performance on current hardware is
roughly equivalent to the performance of compiled C code on four-year-old hardware.
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1 Introduction
The tremendous growth of the World-Wide Web [2] has brought both new users and new applications to the
Internet. Many of these new applications require network services not ideally matched by those provided
by the traditional protocols (TCP/IP and UDP/IP). Unfortunately, the difficulty of designing, implementing,
and deploying new protocols — which generally requires millions of end-systems to be modified — makes
it very difficult to change the status quo, where TCP and UDP are the only transport protocols available.
At best, custom protocols are incorporated into the application code itself which inhibits code re-use and
requires that the same wheel (e.g. TCP-style congestion control [9]) be re-invented over and over. Yet many
new applications — for example, multimedia conferencing — could clearly benefit from such reusable,
application-tailored protocols.
Almost simultaneously, a new model for developing and deploying applications based on Java [6, 17] is
emerging. Java and the World-Wide Web together are developing into a network-capable application-loader,
providing a consistent interface to many network services and, more importantly, a portable and system-
independent application platform. This naturally leads to the question of whether Java might be useful as a
vehicle for rapid development and deployment of new communication protocols.
In this work, we investigate the use of the Java programming language and virtual machine combined with
the World-Wide Web as a platform for implementing and deploying protocols. This combination offers
several interesting features. First, protocols and additional code required to support them can be downloaded
and executed on the fly as needed, thus enhancing the flexibility and interoperability of end systems. Second,
the severity of the protocol code portability problem [12] is greatly reduced because the environment in
which protocols execute (the Java virtual machine) has been ported instead of the individual protocols.
Third, object-oriented features such as inheritance, specialization, and polymorphism can provide additional
power for protocol programmers and enhance code re-use [13, 23].
These advantages, however, are not without cost. Presently, the Java virtual machine is invariably emulated
in software. Until hardware implementations are available, the use of Java will carry a cost in terms of
performance. Moreover, user-space Java platforms (e.g., in Web browsers) present challenges to the faithful
implementation of protocol semantics (e.g., with respect to addressing). In this paper, we examine both the
benefits and the costs of Java as a vehicle for protocol development and deployment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we provide background information,
review related work, and present a brief a overview of Java. In Section 3 we present the design of a Java-
based general-purpose protocol subsystem (which we term HotLava). We then analyze the performance of
Java-based protocols in Section 4 followed by a discussion in Section 5 of security and addressing issues
that arise due to this approach. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Background
For the purposes of this work, a protocol is a software module implementing a traditional communication
protocol specification, e.g. TCP or IP. A protocol subsystem (e.g. BSD, the x-Kernel, and Streams) provides
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uniform access to resources such as buffers and timers, and imposes structure (i.e. interfaces) on protocol
implementations in order to ease the burden of protocol development. Protocols are traditionally composed
in stacks, which provide services to applications. The arrangements in which protocols are composed to
provide services are described (and in some cases constrained) by a protocol graph.
2.1 Related Work
The idea of configurable and extensible communication subsystems has been the subject of considerable
research. Falcone [5], Tschudin [26], and Holzmann [7] proposed extensible subsystems in which protocol
code can be downloaded from protocol servers. The Streams [21] and x-Kernel [8] subsystems support some
level of configurability and extensibility while Da CaPo [19] seeks to improve network performance through
the elimination of unnecessary protocol functionality. SPIN [20] is an extensible operating system supporting
the dynamic addition of protocols at run-time while still providing a level of safety and performance.
Although the work described here is similar in various ways to each of these, it differs in its focus on Java,
which has sufficient momentum behind it that it actually stands a chance of eventually being a more or less
ubiquitous platform.
Traditionally, protocol subsystems have normally resided entirely within the kernel or operating system.
This placement has tended to increase the difficulty of developing and testing new protocol implementations.
Alternatively, protocols and subsystems can reside in user-space along with applications. Thekkath [25]
examined the problems encountered when moving the BSD [14] subsystem into user space. While they
too cited flexibility and extensibility as goals, simply moving protocols to user-space does not necessarily
improve portability since their implementations are still tied to a particular operating system and CPU
architecture.
Others have implemented application protocols in Java; however, we know of no other work that focuses
on general-purpose protocol support techniques and rigorously examines performance. Our own previous
work [10, 11, 12] has considered protocol portability and proposed two different approaches for overcoming
it within the context of traditional subsystems. In both cases, protocol portability was enhanced because
protocols could remain in their native subsystem [10, 12] or could be re-used in another through encapsulation
[11, 12]. The research described in this paper addresses the protocol portability problem but does so by
shifting the problem outward, toward the protocol subsystem and away from the protocol implementations
themselves. Because the Java virtual machine has already been ported to the systems on which we wish to
operate, a degree of portability comes for free. However, as we shall see, the protocol portability problem
is not completely eliminated due to constraints imposed by the way the Java virtual machine is integrated
into the underlying system.
2.2 Overview of Java
Java actually comprises two separate entities — a programming language [6] and an underlying machine
specification called the Java virtual machine [17]. Together, these can be thought of as roughly analogous to
the combination of the C programming language and Sparc CPU architecture. The programming language
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itself is object-oriented yet is simpler than languages like C++ and Smalltalk. Because Java code is compiled
into an intermediate bytecode format for later interpretation, programs written in Java can run on a variety
of platforms without recompilation. Because of its intended use with the World-Wide Web, its designers
have attempted to make Java safe by removing pointers from the language as well as instrumenting strict
array bounds checking and strong typing — all of which can provide impediments to protocol developers.
The Java virtual machine implements an interpreter for an abstract CPU architecture1. As long as the Java
virtual machine has been ported to a system, programs coded within Java will run unmodified without
the need for recompilation. It should be noted, however, this approach does not completely eliminate
protocol portability issues since the bond between protocol implementations and their surrounding protocol
subsystem has not been eliminated. That is, Java protocol implementations cannot necessarily be removed
from their accompanying subsystem and run within other Java-based subsystems.
The Java programming language comes with a set of pre-defined class libraries or packages for manipulating
graphical interfaces, basic streaming input/output, utilities such as hash tables and vectors, and networking.
Networking support is limited to those classes utilizing TCP and UDP protocols (provided by the underlying
host system) and related utility functions. Classes for communicating with Web servers, registering Web
content handlers, and retrieving and interpreting uniform resource locators (URLs) are built on top of TCP
and are also provided. The language is extensible in that new classes (e.g. those making up our protocol
subsystem and protocol implementations) can be added dynamically by loading those classes into the virtual
machine as needed. Java programs are divided into applications which run within stand-alone interpreters
and applets which are restricted to running within an interpreter contained within a Web browser.
The Java virtual machine provides the ability to dynamically add classes via its class loader. The class
loader takes requests for new classes (made programmatically from within existing classes and objects) and
loads them from file if the interpreter is running as a stand-alone application or loads them from the network
if the interpreter is running within a Web browser. Our Java-based protocol approach makes extensive use
of the capability to load and execute protocols on the fly.
3 Java-based Protocol Subsystem Design
We next focus on the design of a Java-based protocol subsystem, which we term HotLava, using a previously-
developed subsystem analysis methodology [12] that identifies the salient properties of protocol subsystems.
We then present several different system models available to Java protocol programmers. We design and
implement a Java-based protocol subsystem for several important reasons. First, subsystems can improve
protocol-code re-usability by imposing structure on protocol implementations and by providing functionality
(e.g. memory buffers) common to all protocol implementations. Second, designing and implementing a
Java-based protocol subsystem permits us to more accurately compare this approach against traditional
protocol subsystems using data taken from our previous work.
1Although it is abstract now, Sun and others are actually developing CPUs based on the Java virtual-machine specification;
when they becomes available, Java programs will run on a JavaChip without the aid of the interpreter. In effect, the interpreter is
being moved into silicon instead of running as a program on another, different CPU. We use interpreter and Java virtual machine
interchangeably when there is no ambiguity.
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Protocol structure How a protocol implementation is structured affects how it interacts with the subsystem
and with other protocols. The protocol structure defined by HotLava is similar to that in traditional
subsystems in that it defines input, output, and control methods. However, it also differs in several important
ways. First, in HotLava, each protocol is implemented as a Java class and is instantiated by users and
other protocols desiring its service. Second, protocol classes wishing to operate within HotLava inherit
the protocol structure from a base protocol class. Using inheritance to impose protocol structure allows
HotLava to take advantage of language support for software structuring (via inheritance), permits the
protocol programmer to enhance functionality through specialization, while still supporting protocol-code
reuse. Third, HotLava’s protocol structure defines methods for explicit protocol graph manipulation by
defining sethlp and setllp methods for setting the higher and lower-layer protocols respectively. HotLava’s
protocol structure also defines an explicit close method to terminate a communication session since there
is no explicit memory or object deallocator in Java. Finally, HotLava’s protocol structure dedicates a
thread per protocol object; that thread is used to perform periodic, protocol-specific processing like route
table pruning, address-resolution (ARP) cache maintenance, and data re-transmission. Performing periodic
protocol processing in this manner simplifies protocol code because the use of asynchronous timeouts can
be significantly reduced.
Process architecture Subsystems dictate how protocol entities like messages, layers, connections, buffers,
and timers are bound to the underlying unit of scheduling. The manner in which they are bound is called
a subsystem’s process architecture [22]. HotLava defines a vertical process architecture in which packets
are escorted through the protocol graph via non-preemptable threads. When an application wishes to send
data, a buffer is created and a thread is attached to it to escort it through the protocol graph in much
the same manner as the x-Kernel. Thread-based process architectures provide a convenient programming
paradigm because each thread possesses its own stack; many threads can be active within a given protocol
simultaneously without interfering with one another. If the processing of a particular packet cannot continue
(e.g. if address resolution is needed), the thread escorting the packet need only suspend itself until packet













Figure 1: Jbuf class
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Buffer Support HotLava provides buffer support, in the form of Jbufs (depicted in Figure 1), which is
optimized for the special needs of protocol processing in Java. Rather than implementing a complex data
structure as is done in other subsystems, data is stored in a byte array which can then be randomly accessed.
Traditional protocol implementations usually overlay a pointer to a header structure on top of a buffer and
then access that header’s fields through typecasting and pointer de-referencing. In Java, however, header
overlaying and pointer de-referencing are not possible because Java does not support pointers2 so Jbufs
provide special methods to aid header construction and parsing. Header processing, upon packet reception
in HotLava-based protocols, entails the consumption of single bytes (e.g. for a single byte header field
like protocol version number using popByte), two-byte shorts (e.g. for header and data checksums using
popShort), as well as four-byte integers (e.g. for protocol addresses using popInt) one field at a time from
the front of a buffer. On transmission, Java-based protocols add headers by prepending them to the front
of packets one field at a time in reverse order — the header’s last field first and first field last using Jbuf
primitives such as pushByteFront, pushShortFront, and pushIntFront. In order to reduce byte array re-
allocation (which occurs when the Jbuf array must be re-sized or when two Jbuf arrays are combined), data
placement within a Jbuf starts at its center so that the buffer may grow through appending and prepending.
Protocol graph construction In HotLava, special service classes dynamically construct protocol graphs
at run-time as applications need communications services. For example, an application needing AppleTalk
services need only create an instance of the AppleTalk service class. The code in that service class is
responsible for allocating and initializing the various protocol layers and interconnecting them via the sethlp
and setllp methods previously discussed. The service class can be thought of as a UNIX-style daemon
that is responsible for the construction and maintenance of a particular protocol graph. Java’s class-loader
is used extensively in the construction of protocol graphs because it provides the ability to incorporate
new protocol classes (as well as ordinary Java classes) into the virtual machine. Service classes may refer
explicitly to a desired protocol class by referencing its name. If the class is not yet loaded into the virtual
machine, the system’s class-loader will transparently do so (either by loading the class from a local file or
by downloading it from a Web server) without the intervention of the service class itself. Service classes
and other HotLava protocols may also explicitly load Java classes themselves. For example, they may send
each other Java class code (e.g. for a particular HotLava protocol class) as data transmitted via a normal
transport connection. That data can then be converted by HotLava into an executable Java class using the
builtin facilities of the class loader.
HotLava places the context of the protocol graph within the per-session state information of an object rather
than its corresponding class. Our approach differs from that used in the x-Kernel which places protocol
graph context within the state information of classes3. The x-Kernel’s choice of organization limits the
flexibility and configurability of the protocol-graph because all sessions must utilize the equivalent of a
2Java actually does possess pointers — they are just not available to programmers. Indeed, all objects (that is, instantiations
of Java classes) are accessed by reference so many unnecessary data-touching operations can be avoided. The absence of pointers
really only makes protocol header processing a bit more cumbersome. On the other hand, we found that the absence of pointers
greatly improves the readability and simplicity of protocol code.
3Although not technically an object-oriented system nor implemented using an object-oriented programming language, the
x-Kernel utilizes an object-based framework where protocols and sessions are roughly equivalent to classes and objects respectively.
Protocol classes are placed in the protocol graph with links inter-connecting protocol input (or demux) methods. In object-oriented
terms, the x-Kernel’s demux method is roughly equivalent to a class method.
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class link between their corresponding protocol and its lower and higher layer protocols. Consequently, all
x-Kernel protocols must utilize the same protocol graph. Because HotLava places protocol graph context
in the object, each instantiation of a protocol can potentially be placed at different points in the protocol
graph. Multiple, potentially different protocol graphs could exist simultaneously with a particular protocol
occupying one position in one protocol graph and a different position in a another protocol graph.
System models Three different models (depicted in Figure 2a-c) for executing Java code exist, each having
subtle affects on subsystem design. Consequently, we consider each as a separate system model. In each
system model figure, protocols are depicted by circles labeled ’P’ while adapter protocols (discussed below)
are depicted by circles labeled ’A’. Figures 2a and 2b depict the first two incarnations of HotLava within
Java virtual machines running on host systems. Those two configurations differ in that the first configuration
(Figure 2a) executes as a stand alone process on the host system and the other (Figure 2b) executes within
a Web browser running on the host system. When HotLava executes within a stand-alone interpreter, Java
classes are normally loaded from file first; when run within a Web browser, classes are normally loaded over
the network from a Web server. In both cases, access to the underlying system is fairly restricted. When run
as a Java application, protocols within HotLava can execute native machine code as well as open and close
files (and devices). When run within a Web browser, access to the underlying system by HotLava-based
protocols and other Java applets is more restricted. Because HotLava is run within its own process (either
stand-alone or within a Web browser), and because several interpreters can operate concurrently, multiple












































(a) Subsystem as Java-Application (b) Subsystem as Java-Applet (c) Subsystem within JavaStation
Figure 2: Java protocol-subsystem models
The incarnation depicted in Figure 2c presents a third execution alternative. In this case, HotLava executes
alongside other Java applications within a network computer or JavaStation running a small, light-weight
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operating system (termed the JavaOS [15]) that provides just enough services for the virtual machine to
operate directly on hardware platforms4 without the aid of a host operating system. In this configuration, a
single virtual machine executes both HotLava and applications. In this configuration, only a single HotLava
subsystem can execute at any one point it time.
Accessing Network Devices Sending and receiving packets on real physical media requires access to
devices and associated device drivers regardless of the particular environment or programming language
within which they may be implemented. How protocols in HotLava access devices depends on the execution
model and on the use of adapters (depicted as circles labeled with ’A’) in Figure 2) tailored to that particular
configuration. Adapter protocols [10, 12] are special purpose modules that provide conversion services for
packets wishing to exit one subsystem and enter another. Adapter protocols are situated at the boundary
between subsystems for which they provide adaptation services and operate by making each protocol
subsystem believe that protocols outside the subsystem are actually operating within it.
Figures 2a and 2b depict the use of adapters in virtual machines running HotLava as a Java application
or Java applet. Adapters are implemented partly in Java and partly in native system code tailored to the
operating system hosting the virtual machine and to the protocol subsystem in which the other protocol
operates. For example, protocols in HotLava can access Streams Ethernet devices by utilizing an adapter
protocol class named Ether. That class implements the methods defined by HotLava’s protocol structure in
Java but declares other methods as native methods which are implemented in the system’s native language
(e.g. C for Solaris). At run time, when the Ether class is loaded, the virtual machine is linked with a
Solaris shared library implementing those particular native methods. When outgoing packets enter the Java
Ether protocol, they traverse out5 of the virtual machine and into native-C methods which convert them
into a format dictated by the Transport Layer Interface (TLI) [1] and Streams and then send them using the
underlying Solaris Ethernet device driver. The Ether adapter protocol also periodically checks if packets
have been received from the underlying Solaris Streams Ethernet device; if so, native-C methods are again
used to read and convert the packet from TLI and Streams to Jbufs used within HotLava.
Accessing network interface devices on JavaStations is simpler for two reasons. First, because JavaStations
execute the virtual machine on JavaOS instead of a host operating system, one level of indirection can
be eliminated. Second, network interface device drivers are implemented in Java and execute alongside
protocol code within the same virtual machine (Figure 2c). For the case of accessing an underlying network
interface to send and receive Ethernet packets, the HotLava Ether adapter protocol need only refer to the
Ethernet driver directly without the need to access native code.
4In this configuration, the JavaOS could be running on a JavaChip or on a non-Java microprocessor. The JavaStations we
experimented with had microSparc-II processors in them because JavaChips were not yet available.
5Native code is dynamically linked into the address-space of the interpreter at runtime so packets do not actually exit the virtual
machine when they are passed to native methods because they continue to remain in the same address-space. Logically, however,
one can think of it as exiting the virtual machine.
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4 Java-Based Protocol Performance
Because the Java virtual machine is generally implemented in software, and the language itself is object-
oriented, the performance of protocols implemented in Java and compiled into Java bytecodes is inevitably
suspect. Although Java proponents argue that its performance is good enough for its intended applications,
we desire a more precise quantification of the price paid in performance for the portability and extensibility
offered by this approach. In this section, we analyze the performance of the AppleTalk implementation
(depicted in Figure 3) we have running in Java and HotLava, and compare it against one we have previously
developed in C and Streams. Both implementations are fully functional and have been tested against each
other, against native Macintosh implementations, and against AppleTalk routers.
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Figure 3: JavaTalk — AppleTalk within Java and HotLava
We chose the AppleTalk protocol suite [24] for several important reasons. First, AppleTalk provides a broad
set of services equivalent to the Internet protocol suite, is in widespread use, and provides a reasonable
platform upon which to base our evaluation. Second, because we implemented Java-based and Streams-
based code from a common source base, we can ensure that each implementation has undergone the same
level of tuning and (where possible) utilized the same implementation algorithms. Third, by having kept the
operating system and hardware constant (Solaris 2.5 on SparcStation-LXs), we eliminated any performance
differences attributable to differences in the underlying system. Therefore, we can assert that the differences
in performance between our implementations in C/Streams and Java/HotLava measure only the impact
introduced by Java and the virtual machine interpreter. We conducted our performance measurements
using a simple client and server exchanging 40 000 four-byte packets in loopback mode. All values shown
are averages over multiple samples; the 95% confidence interval is at most 10% of measured values.
The systems on which performance measurements were taken and on which testing was performed indirectly
demonstrate the level of portability achieved by utilizing Java and the virtual machine for protocol and
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(a) DDP in Java/HotLava (b) DDP in Native C/BSD,Streams,x-Kernel
Figure 4: Java-based DDP protocol processing Times
subsystem development. For example, the JavaTalk (AppleTalk within Java) code in its compiled, bytecode
format ran un-modified and without re-compilation on the following platforms: Solaris on SparcStations,
Solaris on Intel, JavaStations, Windows6 NT 3.51 on Intel, and within Netscape Navigator and Microsoft
Internet Explorer Java interpreters. This level of portability is extremely appealing notwithstanding the
small amount of native code necessary to access network-interface devices and the potential performance
overhead introduced by the Java virtual machine. We discuss that overhead next.
4.1 Protocol Processing Time
Figure 4 compares performance of the AppleTalk Datagram Delivery Protocol (DDP) coded within Java
and HotLava (Figure 4a) against that coded in C and Streams(Figure 4b). In order to provide more context,
we also chart DDP’s performance in C and the BSD and x-Kernel subsystems (taken from our earlier
work [10]). These measurements depict send and receive protocol processing times per DDP packet. The
results for the system Pugsley indicate that the use of Java increases protocol processing latency by a factor
of approximately 10 for sending and 17 for receiving when running the subsystem as a Java application.
Overall, in that configuration, DDP send and receive processing took approximately 700 and 900  -seconds
respectively. However, when we ran JavaTalk on an Ultra-1 SparcStation (on the system named Horton),
DDP protocol processing time was reduced (resulting in a performance improvement) to only 117 and 110
 -seconds for send and receive processing respectively. DDP send/receive processing times for Solaris 2.5
6Unfortunately, a paper covering this kind of topic is replete with terms that are trademarked. “Windows” and “Windows NT”
are all trademarks of Microsoft. “Navigator” is a trademark of Netscape Communications.
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on Intel hardware (the system Hardy) and on a JavaStation (the system Kona) demonstrate better performance
than Pugsley with processing times well under 500  -seconds.
The DDP processing times merit a couple of observations. First, DDP’s performance on today’s workstations
(Sun Ultra 1) is roughly equivalent to the performance of native DDP implementations (e.g. C/Streams) on
hardware that is approximately four years old (Sun Sparcstation LX) running the same operating system.
Second, Java compiler and interpreter technology is in its relative infancy with performance tuning only
just beginning. As compiler and virtual machine performance improve, so too will the performance of
protocols coded within Java. Indeed, we have anecdotal evidence supporting this “rising tide lifts all ships”
argument — when we compiled and executed our protocol implementations in the Java Development Kit
(JDK) version 1.1.1, their performance doubled over that measured using an earlier version of the JDK.




















Figure 5: Performance improvement via just-in-time compilation
4.2 Just-in-time Compilation
The performance of interpreted Java-based protocols and subsystems will probably always trail their natively
developed and compiled counterparts. However, approaches such as just-in-time compilation [3, 16], which
performs runtime compilation of Java bytecode into that directly usable by the underlying host system,
may reduce this gap. Figure 5 depicts the performance improvements attributable to the just-in-time (JIT)
compilation of our JavaTalk implementation. For these measurements, we ran the same tests under the same
conditions as before but used an interpreter which performed just-in-time compilation. The results indicate
that on slower machines (our SparcStation-LX system named Pugsley), JIT-DDP performed approximately
12% faster on send and roughly 200% faster on receive. On a faster machine (our Ultra-1 system named
Horton), JIT-DDP performed roughly 50% and 250% faster on send and receive processing respectively.
Receive-time processing improved by a greater factor than did send-time processing when just-in-time
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compilation was applied. We attribute some of this improvement to the fact that receive-time processing
generally took longer and so there was more room for improvement. However, it is unlikely that this is the
entire explanation.
There is a non-zero overhead imposed by just-in-time compilation which converts Java bytecode to native
machine code (presumably) when a Java class is first referenced. We were unable to assess this overhead
due to a lack of control over when and how just-in-time compilation occurs and due to a lack of overall
documentation on the just-in-time compiler. However, one can assume that there is a break-even point
before which the overhead of just-in-time compilation is greater than the performance overhead of Java
interpretation and after which the performance improvement of executing native code outweighs the cost





























Figure 6: Java Garbage collector Overheads
4.3 Garbage Collection Overhead
Memory management in Java programs is much simpler than those in traditional systems programming
languages (e.g. C) because memory need not be explicitly deallocated due to the fact that the virtual
machine’s garbage collector periodically reclaims unused memory. Garbage collection can greatly simplify
code7, but that simplification does have its price because the virtual machine must periodically suspend
execution of programs and root through memory to reclaim that no longer in use. Consequently, the
overhead of garbage collection should also be taken into account when considering the cost/benefit tradeoffs
7For example, our subsystem does not define a buffer-deallocation convention since memory need not be explicitly freed at all
— the garbage collector will find it when it is no longer in use.
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of developing and executing protocols in Java. One can consider the costs of garbage collection to consist
of two parts — a fixed part relating to the cost of suspending current programs and starting the garbage
collector itself and a variable part relating to the particular garbage collection algorithm in use and how
much memory it must root through. Because the garbage collector is normally only invoked when the virtual
machine is running low on memory and because that condition can occur non-deterministically, protocols
sensitive to delay and protocols providing real-time services may not be able to function correctly.
In order to gain an understanding of garbage collector overhead, we wrote a very simple program that
took advantage of the fact that the garbage collector can be explicitly invoked. By repeatedly invoking the
garbage collector and by sampling the start and end time and dividing by the number of iterations, we were
able to measure the time each pass took. Although not large in absolute time, the results depicted in Figure
6 indicate that garbage collection introduces a substantial overhead when compared against the time it takes
to process a DDP packet. For example, on our Sparc-LX system (Pugsley), garbage collection takes almost
50 times longer than the time it takes to process a single DDP packet (43 000 vs. 930  -seconds). On our
faster Ultra-1 system (Horton), that gap widens to almost 80 : 1 (9 100 vs. 117  -seconds). Just-in-time
compilation had no effect on garbage collection (the plots in Figure 6 labeled “JIT”) since the virtual
machine already implements it in native code. Although garbage collection will automatically occur at
non-deterministic points in time when memory is low, protocols can themselves preemptively invoke it
when they are not processing packets. However, even if a protocol knows that it will be idle for a period of
time sufficient to perform garbage collection, it may not know if all other protocols will likewise be idle.
4.4 Entering and Exiting the Virtual Machine
In order to send and receive packets via network-interfaces located in the underlying host system, packets
must travel from inside the Java virtual machine to outside via native methods (e.g. C functions). Con-
sequently, the latency (if any) of this boundary crossing must be considered when analyzing the viability
of this approach. To gain an understanding of how long it takes to invoke a native-C method from within
Java (the latency to exit and re-enter the Java virtual machine), we constructed a null Java class whose
sole purpose was to invoke a native-C and a Java method. By invoking each method 1 000 000 times and
measuring the time before and after, we were able to assess the time per invocation for each type of method.
The difference between them represents how much longer a native-C invocation takes. Figure 7 contains
measurements indicating the amount of time (in  -seconds) that native-C and Java method invocations cost
when passed a 1K-byte buffer. As with our other measurements, all values were averaged over multiple
samples with a 95% confidence interval of at most 10% of measured values.
The measurements for both SparcStation-LX (Pugsley) and Ultra-1 (Horton) systems indicate that the
difference between native-C and Java method invocations is quite small (less than 2  -seconds), and in
most cases, only 20-25% more. Because native method invocations are only used to enter or exit the virtual
machine and because only one such invocation will probably be used during the entire protocol processing
of a packet, one can consider the extra 1 or 2  -seconds to be negligible. It should also be noted that this
overhead is not present when executing in JavaStations (the system model depicted in Figure 2c) because no
native code is necessary to access the underlying network-interface devices. Lastly, just-in-time compilation



































Figure 7: Native-C and Java Method Invocation Times (  -seconds)
by a factor of almost 4 : 1 on SparcStation-LXs and roughly 3 : 1 for Ultra-1 systems.
5 Discussion
In this section we discuss some of the issues resulting from our subsystem design and implementation
choices. We first focus on security and addressing and then examine architectural limitations imposed by
the three different system models we previously identified.
5.1 Security and Addressing Considerations
In addition to the problem of performance, other, equally important ramifications of using this Java-based
approach should also be considered. Probably the single most important consideration centers around
network security and the potential for its abuse by this apporach. There are many aspects to network
security: address spoofing (e.g. using the addresses of other systems), malicious behavior (e.g. intentionally
transmitting incorrect routing information), and packet capturing (e.g. capturing of passwords and other
sensitive data) are just a few. We first address why these security concerns are exacerbated by Java-based
protocols and then, where possible, identify potential solutions.
The manner in which applications, protocols, and protocol subsystems coexist in the same address space
inside the Java virtual machine is one reason why Java-based protocols can exacerbate security problems.
In traditional systems, protocols normally reside within the operating system kernel and are separated from
applications by a user/kernel boundary that, coupled with different privilege levels, prevents applications
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from improperly configuring protocols or loading and executing malicious protocol code. In Java, no such
user/kernel boundary nor differing levels of privilege exist. Consequently, the execution of arbitrary and
potentially malicious protocol code cannot be prevented because the Java virtual machine has no knowledge
of the semantic meaning of packets that may emanate from within it.
Traditional protocol specifications have assumed that certain semantics are enforced by their underlying
implementations. Those semantics include the binding of addresses to unique physical resources (e.g.
network interface cards and system CPUs) and the assumption that only a single instance of a particular
protocol can operate simultaneously (e.g. only a single IP, TCP, and UDP can operate inside a given
system). When all protocol implementations execute within the operating system kernel and privilege
levels protect the user/kernel boundary, network security may be provided. However, because Java-based
protocols execute within user space and because multiple instances of the same protocol can be executing
simultaneously in different subsystems, those semantics cannot be enforced.
Java-based protocol implementations can violate those semantics and the assumption that they are enforce-
able by their implementations in at least three ways. First, because multiple Java virtual machines can
execute simultaneously in host-based configurations (see Figures 2a and 2b), multiple, independent copies
of the same protocol could therefore execute simultaneously. Second, multiple copies of a given protocol
could potentially assign the same address to different physical resources thus creating confusion with peer
protocols. Third, current address assignment algorithms are typically unable to map between different
instantiations of a given protocol. For example, if two different UDP implementations are operating within
a given system and a UDP packet is received by IP, which UDP implementation should receive it? Handing
the packet to both UDP implementations may cause unintended privacy violations because a maliciously be-
having UDP could capture data not intended for it. Unfortunately, current in-kernel IP implementations pass
the packet to each UDP because they have no way to distinguish which implementation should legitimately
receive it.
Several different approaches can be applied to solve the addressing and security issues highlighted by
HotLava. They are:
 In-kernel end-point servers can be used to arbitrate addressing among user-level subsystems (both
Java and non-Java based) [25].
 Dynamic address assignment protocols like DHCP [4] and AppleTalk’s Name Binding Protocol (NBP)
can be extended to allow the assignment of multiple, different logical addresses per physical entity. For
example, each different JavaTalk instantiation would each receive a different network-layer address
even though they may be operating on the same system.
 The Java virtual machine’s notion of security can be enhanced to encompass network addressing so
that protocol address spoofing can be prevented. For example, the virtual machine could be extended
to prevent multiple network-layer protocols from using the same address.
 A new addressing architecture obviating the need to couple network addresses to physical resources
can be developed and deployed.
We discuss each of these in turn.
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End-point servers The first solution involves the development and deployment of kernel-based end-
point servers which provide address assignment and arbitration among multiple subsystems. This solution,
though, is not without its own costs. Address assignment is now tied to an in-kernel module which cannot
be changed nor modified as easily as one in user-space. Further, the end-point server method only works for
certain protocol families and must be modified each time a new protocol family is added. This solution also
does not prevent user-level protocol implementations from circumventing the end-point server by utilizing
the services of protocols lower in the protocol graph. For example, if we used an end-point server on top
of IP to arbitrate the provision of transport-layer addresses, it cannot prevent a protocol implementation
from contacting IP directly to send and receive packets. This solution is also non-portable in that the
end-point server is operating-system specific and must be ported to each system wishing to execute Java-
based protocols. Lastly, this solution can introduce performance impediments as layered demultiplexing is









Figure 8: Example end-point server
Dynamic address assignment protocols The second solution involves the extension of current dynamic
address assignment protocols in order to support multiple addresses per physical system. For example,
DHCP could be modified to assign multiple IP addresses to the same MAC-layer address. In effect, each
different subsystem currently in use would obtain its own IP address. However, this solution is not without
its costs. The domain-name address resolution protocol [18] may also require modification which can be
extremely expensive for a fielded implementation. Lastly, this solution does not necessarily prevent spoofing
attacks because it still requires cooperating user-level subsystems — there is no mechanism to prevent a
protocol implementation from using any address it chooses.
Extending Java Security The third solution involves extending the notion of security within the Java
virtual machine to encompasses network addressing. Currently, the Java virtual machine provides some
level of security through the restriction of access to underlying files and to whom UDP and TCP packets
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can be sent (via Java’s TCP and UDP socket classes). These security mechanisms could be augmented to
mediate access to IP and Ethernet and to disallow certains address assignments or block improper address
usage. However, this solution presents considerable costs in that existing virtual machines would require
modification. Further, this solution is piecemeal at best because the virtual machine could only provide
security for protocol addressing that it specifically knows about. Deploying new protocol families would
require upgrading all existing virtual machines.
New Address Architecture The last solution would obviate current security problems by decoupling the
assignment of protocol addresses to physical devices. Solutions would probably still be based on dynamic
address assignment but would not link security and authentication to network addressing as is done in
current addressing architectures. Instead, public-key encryption and authentication techniques could be
used. However, this approach is probably the most costly since current protocols and operating systems
would require modification and because current encryption and authentication algorithms are generally
computationally expensive.
5.2 Architectural Limitations
Several architectural limitations are imposed by the different system models we have previously identified and
by current Java compilers and interpreters. When executing protocols and their accompanying subsystems
within Web browsers (see Figure 2b), access to underlying network devices via native code is often prevented
by coarse-grained security policies implemented by that Web browser. For example, some browsers (e.g.
Netscape Navigator) may not allow Java code to utilize native methods nor access files on the underlying
system — capabilities needed by adapter protocols for sending and receiving packets on underlying physical
media. Other browsers (e.g. HotJava) do allow access to files and network-interface devices via native code
but require special configuration. Further, Web browsers may not be able to provide or curtail access to
these resources on a per-class basis. Even if they could, access to the underlying system devices is often
restricted to the root/administrator user.
Although the amount of native code required by HotLava is small, the fact that it is required in host-based
incarnations (Figures 2a and 2b) can itself be limiting. For example, our Ethernet adapter protocol, which
allows Java-based protocols access to the underlying Ethernet device driver on Solaris 2.x systems, required
only 500 lines of C-code. Its counterpart, the Ethernet Java class, required only 250 lines of Java code.
An adapter protocol permitting access to IP on Solaris 2.x required even fewer lines of native C-code
(approximately 180). When considered in context of our entire JavaTalk implementation, which required
approximately 4 000 lines of Java code, the percentage of native code is fairly small (6%). As the amount
of Java-based protocol code grows (e.g. as additional protocols are implemented), this percentage becomes
even smaller. Still, the development and deployment of corresponding native code for each desired platform
may be prohibitive and can detract from the desirability of Java-based protocols. However, it is envisioned
that distributing ready-made adapter protocols for popular platforms and media types will help alleviate
this burden. It should be noted that native code is not required for network-computer based configurations
(Figure 2c) because their operating system and device drivers are all coded within Java.
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Finally, despite the fact that the Java programming language has built-in features for multi-threading
(e.g. synchronization primitives) and despite the fact that they are supported by the virtual machine, true
parallelism is not yet available. For example, if the underlying system has multiple CPUs, applications
(or protocols) cannot specify which CPU to run a thread on nor can threads migrate from CPU to CPU.
Support for parallelism can be an important approach for improving the performance of protocols as well
as applications and should almost certainly be added in future versions of the JDK.
6 Conclusions
The Java programming language and virtual machine offer enticing opportunities for developing portable
protocol and subsystem implementations. Further, the ability to load and execute new protocol code
as needed allows application programmers to download custom-tailored protocols on the fly. We have
investigated the use of Java and its virtual machine as a protocol development and execution environment.
We have developed a portable, Java-based protocol subsystem taking advantage of many of the enhanced
features provided by Java and have measured some aspects of the performance overhead introduced by its
interpretation.
Our results indicate that the performance overhead is roughly 10 : 1 over natively compiled and executed
code and that techniques such as just-in-time compilation can reduce it. At present, the gap between
interpreted Java code and natively compiled and executed protocol code is roughly equivalent to the gap in
performance of native code between four year old hardware and that available today. While improvements
in Java compiler and interpreter technology are underway, the gap between Java and native code cannot
continue to decline indefinitely. At some point, performance tuning of compilers and interpreters should level
off and then roughly match operating system tuning efforts. When that occurs, performance improvements
attributable to increased processor speeds will most likely benefit Java-based and native protocol code
equally. Consequently, this approach may never be optimal for time-sensitive applications or those needing
the utmost in performance.
Although this approach permits the development of portable protocol implementations that are virtually
system-independent, a small amount of native, system-dependent code may still be necessary to access
network-interface devices. We examined how much native code is required and found it to be minimal,
accounting for less than 6% of total Java-based protocol code.
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